PANTHER ACTIVITIES DESCRIBED; 
On October 6, 1969, except from the Minutes of the 
Meeting of the Corporation, October 3, 1969 
Dr. Killian called the adjourned meeting to order at 3:05 p.m., a quorum 
being present. Also present were Jerome B. Watson, Provost of the Institute, 
and William T. Martin, Chairman of the Faculty.

It was unanimously agreed that the minutes of the October 2 
statement by President Johnson relative to October 15, which 
October 15 has been set as a day when activities across the country 
will focus on ending the war in Vietnam. Members of our instructing staff 
always have the individual responsibility to speak out with their views. 
Students are always on their own responsibility to meet their academic commitments. It is hypothesized that students and faculty will, in 
considerable extent jointly if they wish to reexamine their October 15 decisions, so that 
may achieve their goals and activities before the end of the year. 
Facilities of the Institute will be made available to individuals and groups who wish to hold meetings and informational action, and in this context it was the further sense of the meeting to accept the statement introduced by M.I.T. students earlier in the day, at a Joint Meeting of the Corporation and the Student Union on Institute-Wide Affairs, that October 15 is a day for thought and affirmative action. We support this mission of the October 15 "Mass Action" as a day when all members of the M.I.T. free, as always, to follow the dictates of their conscience.
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Larry's Barber Shop
Open 8:00 to 5:30
354-6165
545 Tech Square
(behind East Campus)
Serving Technicians for over 35 years

Do you think a bright young engineer should spend his most imaginative years on the same assignment?
Neither do we.

That's why we have a two-year Rotation Program for graduating engineers who would prefer to explore several technical areas. And that's why many of our areas are organized by function—rather than by product.

At Hughes, you might work on spacecraft, communications satellites and/or tactical missiles during your first two years. But we're free, if you qualify, we'll arrange for you to work on several different assignments...and you can help pick them.

You may select specialized jobs, or broad systems-type jobs. Or you can choose not to change assignments if you'd rather develop in-depth skills in one area.

Either way, we think you'll like the Hughes approach.

It means you'll become more versatile in a shorter time.

(And your salary will show it.)

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:
October 20 & 21, 1969

Representatives of several activities of Hughes Aircraft Company (each with highly-specialized personnel requirements and separate interview schedules) will visit your campus. If your career interests lie in one or more of the following fields of aerospace/electronics, contact your Placement Office TODAY to make sure your name gets on the interviewing schedule for HUGHES AEROSPACE DIVISIONS:

Microwave & Antenna Engineering
Guidance & Controls Engineering
Spacecraft Design Engineering
Components & Materials Engineering
Weapon Systems Engineering

Electro-Optical Engineering
Space Systems Engineering
Missile Systems Engineering
Circuit Design Engineering

For an appointment, please contact:
Legal Affairs, 545 Tech Square
For an appointment, please contact:
Office of Personnel Relations, Food Building E19-239
M.I.T. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.